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Chapter 561: Grandpa Lu’s route analysis 

 

Previously, I said that I would analyze the advantages and disadvantages of a few routes for everyone. 

Grandpa, I’m a man of my word. First, let’s talk about the official route. 

The official passage was Cisco City and Ludasia. Students who didn’t know much about the geography 

and history of the Steel Arms Empire probably didn’t know much about the nature of these two cities, 

these two cities were the hub cities of the port of Destan in the South Sea and the port of Kadir in the 

North Sea. Before the mutation, they were very lively trading cities. 

After the mutation, these two cities were fortunate enough to remain, and built up a barrier to the 

outside world. However, with the fall of these two ports, the current steel warrior empire and the 

Western archipelago had completely separated from each other! 

 

That was why the nobles of these two cities had agreed to rain woman’s proposal. They had hired brave 

men to scout the road leading to the port and see if there was a chance to contact the Western 

archipelago for assistance! 

Everyone knew that the mutation had not only stopped the mission to the north, but it had also 

temporarily put the western islands exploration mission on hold for a while. However, the system had 

canceled the mission to the north to join the army, however, the western islands exploration mission 

had never been canceled since the beginning. 

Now that you mentioned it, everyone should understand, right? Ha, that’s right. This mission could be 

stacked with the western islands exploration mission! 

The new players can accept this new mission and simultaneously accept the Western archipelago 

mission to earn points from both missions. How about that? Doesn’t that sound great? 

Of course, there are still risks. The Empire’s main road route can be considered passable during the 

exploration, but if they want to cross the sea, it will probably be quite difficult because the sea creatures 

at the port might also be infected, presumably, everyone understood the difference in strength between 

sea creatures and land creatures, right? 

After that, Grandpa explained the advantages of this route. Clearly, the combination of the two quests 

allowed this route to earn considerable points. It could allow many new players to accumulate a large 

amount of raw capital, by limiting the number of followers, the new players would also have a certain 

level of competitiveness. Moreover, if the situation allowed, the port might be reclaimed. This was also 

an opportunity for the new players, as for whether or not they had the ability to do so, it was up to the 

players themselves. 

Obviously, this route was very suitable for the development of the novice players. However, the 

disadvantages were also very obvious. This route was basically very difficult to accumulate the 

population of a faction! 



The armed forces of the port were weak, and most of them were merchants. According to Drizzler’s 

analysis, there would not be too many survivors there. If players wanted to accumulate their own 

population there, it would be unrealistic, it was more suitable for players who wanted to fly solo. 

Moreover, due to the restriction of followers, it was not recommended for certain forces, especially 

players who were already civilized, to choose this place. After all, after becoming a lord, they had to 

focus on developing their forces, if you came to this base, your matters would definitely be delayed. 

Moreover, other people would be training their troops elsewhere. If you strolled here to earn points, 

the gap would definitely widen, therefore, Grandpa’s suggestion is for solo players who do not follow 

the Lord’s path or new players who want to accumulate points to follow this path! 

Then, it will be the little cabbage faction and hell… … The choice of the Roaring Faction. Sigh. … I’m still 

not used to that guy’s new name. I’ll just be called Pu Yunchuan. Previously, Grandpa had said that the 

comprehensive value of the little cabbage faction was lower than Pu Yunchuan’s faction. Why did he say 

that? Today, Grandpa will give everyone a detailed analysis. 

First of all, there were various routes. The cabbages’stronghold was in the prairie, and the exploration 

route could only be in the prairie. Pu Yunchuan’s force could explore not only the orc prairie, but also 

the territory of the Gangwu Empire! 

People might say that there was no difference? In fact, there was a big difference. The territory of the 

prairie was suitable for accumulating population, but in fact, as a high-civilization force, the cost of 

building a city was very high. This could be seen from the current progress of the construction of our 

general base, in a short time, players could not build a city out of thin air. 

On the other hand, the city facilities on the human side were all ready-made. The city craftsmanship of 

the steel war empire came from the local dwarven masters, and the level of craftsmanship was quite 

high. Not only did many cities have high and thick city walls, but there were also many defensive arcane 

equipment, these things were very valuable. If they were players who followed the path of arcane 

civilization, they could directly use them on the spot. It was believed that they would soon be able to 

transform a solid arcane city! 

Moreover, according to rain girl’s calculations, perhaps one-third of the cities in the mutation zone were 

still persisting like Gondolin, in other words, it was very likely that the players would explore a city with a 

population just like Pu Yunchuan! 

Of course, whether or not the players could successfully reclaim the city depended on their abilities. 

After all, not everyone had a cooperative NPC like that guy who had a general of the empire, let’s talk 

about why Pu Yunchuan was able to head to the mutation zone before the quarantine was lifted. The 

official explanation was that Pu Yunchuan had triggered a hidden quest through Isabelle. 

Therefore, since everyone had high-level npcs under them, it would be better for them to interact with 

them more. Who knows, they might even get some good rewards. 

Alright, let’s get back to the main topic. In other words, compared to the single route of the small 

cabbage faction, Pu Yunchuan’s human route was more worth exploring! 

Second: besides exploring value, there were other business opportunities that the small cabbage faction 

did not have! 



Pu Yunchuan’s faction allowed private players to use this station to do business and rent out shops. The 

small cabbage faction did not have this kind of support, which was very disadvantageous for many 

players who wanted to show off their civilization’s products. 

As for why the small cabbage faction did not allow private players to trade, I was not very clear about 

that. Anyway, I heard that there was a clear rule that if anyone violated the private trade, they would be 

blacklisted and permanently banned from entering, please take note, players! 

Of course, although Gondolin had many advantages, it didn’t mean that the cabbages’base was 

worthless. Now that the grasslands were in chaos, most of the northern orc royalty seemed to have 

gone to the plains where the cabbages were, the number of orc royalty would be much more than the 

ones in the Blackstone Plains. If they wanted to capture a high-quality population, it was obviously more 

likely that they would go to the cabbages’base. 

Furthermore, it was said that the cabbages would not only offer a discount on the price of food, but they 

would also provide a rental of elven elements. This allowed many player factions without flower spirits 

to allow their soldiers to experience the best training conditions for elemental breathing techniques, in 

addition, the mutation rate in the plains was lower, and the danger level was also lower. It was very 

suitable for training soldiers and growing subordinates! 

In general, Pu Yunchuan’s side was more suitable for exploration and investment, while little cabbage’s 

side was more suitable for nurturing the quality of subordinates. Moreover, it was more stable, and 

each had its own advantages and disadvantages. Everyone could choose where to go based on their own 

circumstances. 

Good! The current situation was roughly like this. If there were still any shortcomings, everyone was 

welcome to leave a message in the comments section. Grandpa Lu would also follow up on the progress 

of the version as soon as possible to bring everyone a fresh guide. He hoped that everyone would 

continue to support Grandpa! Let Zhi ge next door eat dumplings and never get to the top of the list, 

please! 

Chapter 562: future plans 

 

Once Grandpa Lu’s guide was published, it immediately caused an intense discussion among the players. 

Due to the increase in the number of players and the mixing of many seemingly professional people, 

there was a wave of discussion on the pros and cons of the passageways that Grandpa Lu had proposed. 

There were many issues that were discussed, such as the overlapping of the official passageways and 

the exploration of the western islands. The officials did not have such an explanation. The points for the 

new quests were obviously much higher than the old quests, whether the previous missions were still 

necessary was a question that was worth pondering. 

The second issue regarding sailing was also a big problem. Now that the port had been paralyzed, how 

would players travel overseas? Where would they hire crew members? Would the ships docked at the 

port still be usable? It was a troublesome problem. Moreover, even if the ships could be used, how 

would they face the mutated creatures in the sea? 



The third problem was the so-called port recovery problem. It felt like this was obviously a big problem 

that was not reliable. Currently, the official passage did not allow people to bring more followers. In 

other words, they could not bring their own army. How would they recover the port? Would they rely 

on the players themselves? That would definitely require the cooperation of everyone. Putting aside the 

question of whether this cooperation would be effective, how would they distribute it after recovering 

the port? 

 

It was obvious that there were a bunch of bugs. Of course, many people refuted the above points, but 

this did not affect the new players who kept rushing there. After all, they lacked points in order to close 

the distance between them and the old players, they were all very enthusiastic about this new quest. 

Soon, over a thousand players flooded into the two cities. Among them, there were new players who 

had a strong desire to earn points. There were also some old players who were not interested in being 

lords. The situation of these people was different. 

Some players did not know the truth and felt that playing as a Lord was a waste of time. They were not 

very friendly to office workers and only came to participate in the game with a casual mind, and some 

players preferred to be a lone ranger even if they knew the truth. 

And Li Goudan belonged to the latter! 

She had chosen the Western archipelago mission from the beginning because she wanted to experience 

the feeling of exploration and adventure. When she was young, she liked to watch some adventure 

movies and dreamed of how good it would be if she was born during the time of the great voyage, she 

would definitely be an excellent explorer. Now that she finally had this opportunity, of course, she 

would not let a territory tie her down! 

After knowing the truth of the game, she made a plan. First, she would help to explore the new port to 

earn some points. Then, she would buy a high-class ship, prepare some food and goods, and hire some 

sailors, her dream of sailing in the sea would finally come true! 

When she was at sea, she could do business, be an explorer, and occasionally act as a pirate. Ah… ! This 

was her perfect ideal life! 

Facing Li Goudan’s plan, Wang Goudan and Bai Cai were stunned. Bai Cai said in a daze, “What about in 

the future? If you don’t develop your own forces, what will you do when you enter the interstellar era?” 

“It’s the same!”Li Goudan’s eyes lit up. “When you guys really reach the level where you can fly out of 

the planet, I’ll buy a high-level spaceship from you guys and hire some crew members to explore the 

universe. If I encounter those high-level planets, I can go sell our local specialties. If I encounter some 

primitive planets, I can go explore and collect information to sell to you guys. If I encounter those low-

level planets, I can even be a wave of pirates!” 

Little Bai Cai: “You actually want to be a pirate, right?” 

“Not at all. It’s just an occasional cameo. Adventurers will only act as pirates when they meet lambs to 

be slaughtered. This depends on whether the local people are valiant or not and their ability to resist…” 



Everyone:”…” 

“Anyway, I just want to be more free. I don’t want to be dragged down by any forces or cities…” 

“Nonsense…”. “Why can’t I Be Free When I’m a Lord?”Little cabbage yawned and said, “I’m very free. I 

sleep until I wake up naturally. When I wake up, someone will make sure that I eat well. I can also 

choose to sleep after eating or go out for a stroll before I sleep. No one cares about me at all. What part 

of Me isn’t Free?” 

Everyone:”…” 

“That’s because you’re a Lord…”. Grandpa Lu shook his huge body and rolled his eyes. “Do you think 

that everyone can be a boss like you?” “? Many lords in the base who have just started their own 

businesses have less than two hours of rest every day. Yet, they still have to squeeze out time to attend 

physical training courses. That’s the true template of a Lord, okay?” 

“Is that so?”Little cabbage yawned. “Then, are they as hardworking as I am?” 

“UH…” 

“So, why are they the real models? Isn’t this lord more representative when it comes to strength and 

results?” 

“This…”Grandpa Lu was at a loss for words. Just as he was about to change the topic, he saw that 

everyone was looking at him with eager eyes. Grandpa Lu immediately reacted. How could this grandpa 

let such a simple-minded person refute him? Where is my position in the martial arts world from now 

on? ! ? No, I have to refute her nonsense! ! ! 

Just as he was about to refute Xiao Bai Cai’s nonsense, the emperor of the liver suddenly slapped his 

thigh. “Pu Yunchuan sent a message saying that the shop is officially open for rent!” 

“D * mn, they robbed the shop!”Xiao Bai cai swallowed the roasted taro in her hand and stood up, he 

called out to the liver emperor, “Hurry up, hurry up, we have to get a good spot. Otherwise, Alice will 

come back and say that we’re not doing anything important…” 

“Alright, Alright!”The liver emperor rushed forward and grabbed little cabbage, who was so wobbly and 

fat that she could barely walk steadily, and rushed towards the teleportation point! 

“Let’s go, Let’s go, hurry up and get a good spot!”The two dog eggs also quickly stood up. 

The Grandpa was instantly stunned. He looked at Li Goudan and said, “Aren’t you… going to be a pirate? 

Why are you robbing shops?” 

“Being a pirate…”. Ah Pui ! Being a navigator also requires money. If you don’t think of a way to earn 

some money, how can you buy a spaceship and buy a crew?”Li Goudan rolled his eyes at him. 

“Moreover, after my mother came here, she said that she had nothing to do and was studying tailoring 

and enchantment. She asked me to get a good seat for her and she went to open a tailor shop!” 

“What About You?”Grandpa looked at Wang Goudan. 

“I’m going to open a Goudan barbecue and sell beer. I’ll definitely earn it. hehehe!” 



“Then… Grandpa, I Can’t move right now. Why Don’t you guys grab one for Grandpa…”Grandpa Lu 

quickly said. 

“You?”Wang Goudan stared at him in confusion. “Do you have money? Every time you go to my dad’s 

barbecue, it’s on credit!” 

“Then… … Isn’t this grandpa still in the process of settling down ? Look at this Grandpa’s current form. 

Once I transform, I will definitely soar to the sky. You guys can lend some capital to Grandpa first. When 

Grandpa becomes rich in the future, I will repay you tenfold … … Hey, don’t go. Wait a minute, twenty 

times is enough. Don’t be so ruthless … …” 

Chapter 563: Visitors (Part One) 

 

Pu Yunchuan’s forces had been bustling with activity recently, mainly because the castellan had said that 

there would be many foreign adventurers coming here. This made many of the original residents a little 

surprised. Not only did they want to ask where the adventurers came from, but they also wanted to 

know where the adventurers came from? 

With this question in mind, Wesker and Tylin, the former Internal Affairs Minister of Gondolin, went to 

the castellan’s office together to ask about it. 

Wesker and Tylin had both undergone biological surgery, but their choices were different. Wesker had 

chosen sequence 4 to become an artificial druid, and his appearance had almost returned to that of a 

human, furthermore, due to the feline gene in his body, he looked much smaller than the average 

soldier. 

On the other hand, Tylin had chosen sequence 1. He had acquired the gene of a mutated dog, and after 

the surgery, he had completely turned into a standing kobold, however, he looked much stronger than 

the orc kobold. With a height of 3.5 meters and strong muscles, he looked a little like Anubis in Egypt! 

 

When the two of them stood together, Tylin, who was the Minister of Internal Affairs, looked more like 

a warrior. On the other hand, Wesker looked more like an elegant aristocrat when he wore casual 

clothes… 

Nowadays, Gundolin had almost universal access to biological surgery. Eighty percent of the soldiers in 

the army had already undergone surgery. The remaining soldiers were only struggling with which to do, 

the good results after the surgery made the soldiers have almost zero doubts about the surgery itself. 

Even many civilian children were eager to become powerful through biological surgery like the soldiers. 

However, there were still some voices of doubt about biological surgery among the civilian population, 

these voices came from the citizens’own doubts and resistance to new things, as well as the old 

castellan’s forces secretly adding fuel to the fire. 

And this time, the rumors about outsiders caused these people in the dark to spread some panic. Of 

course, it also successfully allowed Isabelle to capture a group of rumormongers… 



“My Lord…”after entering the castellan’s residence.., seeing the round green furball on the table, 

Wesker and Tylin’s expressions were a little strange. Although they had seen it a few times, when they 

thought of the green furball in front of them being the valiant duke from before… They still could not 

accept it… 

It was said that the Duke had become like this because he had also undergone biological surgery, but 

why would he look like this after doing it? This made many people very confused. What kind of gene was 

in the body of this green fur ball-shaped duke? Could it be a mushroom. Or..? … A sea urchin? 

At this moment, Pu Yunchuan was also sitting at the table. At this moment, he was helping to read the 

documents with a silly smile on his face. Of course, they were all tools, and he would do whatever the 

fur ball told him to do… 

Pu Yunchuan was not the kind of person who could sit still. However, when he saw how cute Isabelle 

was, he obediently became a tool man. 

Isabelle’s appearance reminded him of the days when he ate the dried elves in the Martian desert. It 

was really nostalgic… 

Isabelle seemed to have sensed something and turned around to glare at Pu Yunchuan! 

Ever since she became an elf ball, she could feel Pu Yunchuan’s strange gaze from time to time. It gave 

people the feeling that… … It was like a dog seeing a bone… … 

Out of curiosity, she secretly asked around in the main base and soon found out about Pu Yunchuan’s 

past misdeeds. At that time, she was so angry that her nose was almost crooked. She did not expect Pu 

Yunchuan to have such a wicked hobby! And this time, he actually turned this hobby toward her! 

Although PU Yunchuan explained many times that it was just a reflex, Isabelle still did not give up and 

scolded Pu Yunchuan for an entire night! 

Seeing Isabelle staring at him, Pu Yunchuan immediately revealed a simple and honest smile, indicating 

that he had no malicious intent! 

Looking at this strange duo, the faces of Wesker and Isabelle became even more strange… 

“Ahem… What’s the matter?”Isabelle coughed lightly, she tried her best to make her expression look 

more serious, but unfortunately, her current appearance had nothing to do with being serious, 

especially that pair of big eyes that took up one-third of her body, this made Isabelle, who was trying to 

be serious, look more like she was acting cute. 

Tilling and Wesker bit their lips hard to prevent themselves from laughing, but even so, they still 

couldn’t stop their bodies from twitching. 

Isabelle’s head turned black at the sight. She had the urge to smash the ink bottle on the table into their 

faces! 

But there was nothing she could do. Who asked her to choose the elves in the end? 

She had many reasons for choosing the elves. First of all, she compared the comprehensive attributes of 

the various races. The developers were too extreme, the Green Titans were too ugly, and the growth 



process of the two new races, the Dark Ones and the star spirits, was too bizarre, although she was also 

a qi cultivator when she trained in combat aura, she still felt that the way she grew up with the core of 

the planet as her lifeblood was a little too unconventional. Isabelle herself was not the kind of person 

who liked to be curious, she had almost skipped over it without much consideration. 

After all that searching, it seemed that only the elves were suitable, and their attributes were balanced. 

The most important thing was that this transformation system would transform according to her own 

inner consciousness and conditions, which she particularly liked, on the one hand, she also wanted to 

know what her subconscious wanted to become, and on the other hand, she felt that this natural 

evolution method was the most cost-effective! 

Of course… … The handsome appearance of the Elves was also one of the comprehensive 

considerations, but the appearance before the transformation was indeed a little… 

“Reporting to my Lord…”after spending half a day.., wesker finally held back his laughter and tried his 

best to speak in a serious tone, “Ever since you announced that those shops would be rented to foreign 

adventurers, there have been a lot of disputes in the city these two days!” 

“What kind of controversies are they?”Isabelle gave up the idea of making herself serious and asked in a 

cute tone. 

Hearing the once wise and capable red dragon Duke’s childish voice and the cute appearance he had 

now, Wesker had the urge to record everything. 

“Ahem… There are a lot of controversies, but now they mainly focus on two points. The first is that we 

have doubts about the identity of the Outsiders, and the second is why we have to rent our shops to the 

Outsiders first? This is not only a question for myself…” 

Isabelle nodded. “Did it cause any unrest and panic?” 

“No…”. Wesker shook his head. “Although some old forces have tried their best to spread rumors, the 

effect is still limited. After all, after experiencing the previous disaster, the people’s ability to bear it is 

much stronger than before. Moreover, since you came, not only did you bring hope for survival, but you 

also made this place better and better. This is something that everyone can see. Your prestige will not 

be shaken by some rumors!” 

“Is that so?”Isabelle looked at Wesker with a faint smile. “Otherwise, you wouldn’t have asked.” 

“Um… this…”Wesker and Tilly looked at each other and became hesitant. 

“It’s okay, this is expected…”. Isabelle said faintly, “The main reason why we want to rent the shops to 

outsiders is to establish a market. In order to avoid chaos, we have adopted a policy of unifying the 

distribution of materials. Although this policy can gather the hearts of the people at the initial stage and 

make the chaos calm down, it is not a long-term solution after all. What businesses need is liquidity. But 

now that everyone has experienced a great disaster, their hearts are too anxious for stability. We need 

the stimulation of outsiders to make the current situation of a pool of stagnant water flow. You will be 

able to see this effect later. The ordinary people will not understand it even if we explain it now. As for 

the rumors, we don’t need to care about it. As for the issue of the identity of the Outsiders.. “… “…” 



Isabelle paused for a moment before continuing, “There will be a group of outsiders arriving today. I will 

personally go and welcome them later. At that time, we can organize the ordinary people to come and 

observe. If you have any questions, you can ask them later!” 

“There will be people coming today?”A hint of excitement appeared on Wesker’s face. He had heard 

that most of the Outsiders were humans. In the current situation outside, he had always thought that 

only Gondolin had human survivors, now that he had heard that there were other people outside, it 

would be a lie to say that he was not excited. 

Who could it be? Wesker and Tylin were secretly looking forward to it. 

Chapter 564: visitors (Part Two) 

 

“Have you heard? A group of foreign adventurers have arrived in our city. The city Lord is personally 

receiving them!” 

One of the soldiers standing at the city gate said to the people around him. 

“Really? Who Did you hear it from?”A group of soldiers at the side suddenly became interested, these 

days, the news about foreign adventurers had become a hot topic. Unlike the fear in the hearts of the 

ordinary residents, the soldiers were more curious and expectant. 

Now that they had encountered a great disaster, they were equivalent to the survivors of the last days 

of the apocalypse. In their hearts, they were more eager for their compatriots to survive in other places. 

After all… No one would really wish for the end of the world to come. 

 

“When I went to bring you guys dinner just now, I heard people talking about it. They said that the 

foreign adventurers would meet with the castellan publicly and allow everyone to watch. If you have 

any questions, you can ask them in person!” 

“What the F * ck?”The soldier next to him was excited at first, then, he said doubtfully, “That’s not right. 

I’ve been on duty here since early morning. How come I don’t know about the Outsiders? which gate did 

they come in from?” 

There were only two gates in Gondorin. Now, they were at the gate facing the empire. It was rumored 

that the adventurers were from a human force. They couldn’t have come from the Blackstone Plains, 

right? 

“I heard that our Lord Mage has developed a magic passage that connects to other cities. The foreign 

adventurers came through there!” 

“There’s such a Thing?”The soldier was instantly excited. His face was filled with surprise, but he didn’t 

doubt it in his heart. After all, the mages that Lady Isabelle had brought here had already done too many 

miracles. 

Artificial land planting, transporting equipment and food out of thin air, biological modification surgery 

that brought people back to life, all of these brought new hope to this seemingly crumbling city! 



“Where is it? My shift will be over soon. I’ll go and take a look…” 

“I told you to go and take a look later. Come back and tell us about the situation. The address is said to 

be in the trial square of the city Lord…” 

“OK, OK, OK, I’ll go when black bear comes to relieve me! !” 

———— — 

“Welcome, adventurers from afar!”On the other side of the square, the Sea of people was almost 

completely surrounded. Both the soldiers on the outside and the residents in the city were very curious 

about these so-called outsiders, even the orcs joined in the fun. 

As a condition for choosing the shops first, little cabbage and the others had to cooperate with the 

show. At this time, little cabbage and the others were all wearing arcane makeup, and their looks and 

dressing were very similar to the locals of the steel martial empire. 

In order to make it look more realistic, the emperor of liver and the others also did some mutated 

makeup. 

“You are too kind, my Lord Duke!”Little cabbage gave a crooked noble’s bow. The flower spirit’s 

temperament was very good. Although it had been put on makeup, it was difficult to drown the 

temperament, which caused little cabbage’s movements to be very unprofessional, however, it gave 

people a feeling of great poise. Even some of the nobles nodded secretly, thinking that this must be a 

young lady raised by a high-class noble family. 

“Let me introduce to everyone. This is the new heir of Dorunkel in the south, the Young Lady Marquis 

Kirin. The new food, weapons, and equipment that we, the people of Gondolin, have received this time 

were all provided by this lord. Let us welcome her with great respect…”. .. 

As soon as these words were said, the soldiers and civilians on the field were stunned at first, then burst 

into thunderous applause and cheers! ! 

The new food these days had made them completely bid farewell to their previous fear of famine. 

Moreover, not only did the food solve the problem of food and clothing, but it also made them, the 

lower class citizens, lucky enough to taste the delicacies of the human world, it felt like any food that 

was cooked would taste better than the steak of those nobles! 

The people at the bottom were relatively simple. Whoever solved their food problem would be the god. 

Isabelle’s prestige had reached the highest point in history because of that batch of food, now that they 

knew that the food was provided by the outsider before them, everyone immediately had a good 

impression of the outsider, cabbage! 

However, some of the higher-ups were somewhat puzzled. The southern region had extravagant 

resources, but they had also never heard of the wondrous agricultural products of Gondolin over there.., 

they had always thought that those things were developed by the mages. Moreover, there were also 

those weapons and equipment. Anyone with a discerning eye could tell that their workmanship was 

excellent.., it was not inferior to the epic-level set created by the top dwarven masters at all. 



Most of the dwarven craftsmen nowadays were concentrated in the north. They had never heard of 

such a high-level city in the south. At least, they had never heard of any high-level dwarven master being 

there, and such a large quantity was obviously not something that one or two dwarven masters could 

create! 

However, these two suspicious points were not what they were concerned about at the moment. They 

were more concerned about another thing now. 

“My lord, according to what you said, there are still a large number of survivors in the Southern cities 

like us?” 

“Yes!”! ! Isabelle nodded. “The infection in the south is relatively small, and there is enough time to 

defend against it. Moreover, most of the main army of the Empire has successfully retreated to the 

south. Cheer everyone, there are still many of our compatriots who survived in every corner. The 

disaster this time is not that terrible. One day, we will recover the lost land and completely defeat this 

natural disaster!”! “!” 

Even though Isabelle did not look serious, the content of her words was still inspiring. All the citizens 

cheered! 

When the old castellan forces heard that there were other survivor forces, they looked at each other 

and felt that they could make a move from other aspects. They didn’t have to continue fighting with 

such a powerful woman… 

After all, if they could, they didn’t want to face Isabelle who was so sharp… 

“Then sir… since they can come, then… then I… Can We go to the south?”In the crowd, a former 

southern merchant asked excitedly. 

After hearing that there were many surviving cities in the south, he was eager to go back and find out if 

his family was safe. He didn’t have any hope in the past, but now… 

“Not Now…”Isabelle shook her head. 

As soon as she said that, the crowd was stunned. The people who were ready to continue cheering 

suddenly froze. 

Isabelle explained calmly, “The magic passage is expensive and requires a large number of arcana 

crystals. Until a low-cost passage is developed, it is not supported by ordinary people for the time 

being.” 

Not Support Ordinary People? Everyone looked at each other and thought, “What does the castellan 

mean?”? “Is this the passage for the nobles to retreat?”? 

“Sir, who are the people you mean?”A bear soldier asked in a low voice. 

“Rich people!”Isabelle said straightforwardly, “This passage only supports people who can provide a lot 

of arcana crystals for the time being. I Can’t do anything about it. After all, our city doesn’t produce this 

kind of thing, and I can’t get everyone the chance to go to the south.” 



“Well…”everyone looked at each other, the lord’s straightforward explanation made many people feel 

relieved. At this time, Isabel’s prestige was very high, and there was no one who dared to cause trouble. 

As long as the explanation was reasonable, no one would cause trouble, but although the explanation 

was reasonable.., everyone still had an inexplicable sense of grievance, and the enthusiasm they had just 

felt immediately dissipated. 

“But don’t be discouraged, what I said is only temporary!”Isabelle saw that everyone’s mood was low, 

she smiled and explained, “These adults who spent a lot of money to come here are not here to travel, 

they are here to help us build the Hope Channel!” 

Hope Channel? 

This word made everyone look at Isabelle, who had turned into a hairy ball, with a hint of anticipation. 

“Yes, the tunnel of Hope!”Isabelle smiled. “After that, other than them, there will be a constant stream 

of Lords with soldiers. They are here to help explore and clear a tunnel of hope to the south. In this 

process, we will continue to reclaim the cities of the past and restore the glory of the Empire!” 

“Clear the passage? This…”everyone looked at each other, not knowing what to say. Go Out and face 

those mutated monsters? Have these Southerners gone crazy? When did they become so courageous? 

“Of course… I also encourage our soldiers to participate in it!”Isabelle smiled. 

Everyone’s faces twitched when they heard that. Those bear scientists who were usually hot-tempered 

were all silent at this moment. Obviously, no one present was willing to face those mutated monsters… 

Isabelle had already expected this scene, but she was not in a hurry. She knew that the people here did 

not want to face the mutated creatures. This kind of thing could not be forced, and could only be 

enticed… … 

So she continued, “The lords who are currently here will rent the shops here and provide goods for 

everyone. For example, this lord will provide fine handmade cloth and clothes that have been tailor-

made. This lord will provide fine leather products, as well as some food, salt, sugar, cotton, and other 

daily necessities that we do not have here. Of course, there will also be some other things. Spices, 

jewelry, and even some magic items that no one expected will appear. The trade market of our Gondolin 

will reappear because of the arrival of these Lords!” 

Everyone’s eyes lit up when they heard that. There was a shortage of clothes in the city, and there were 

not enough quilts. The Salt, sugar, and leather goods were also in short supply. When they heard that 

the Outsiders would provide them with these.., they immediately became excited. 

But then there were doubts. One of the nobles asked curiously, “But sir, you just said that these are 

trading goods. What should we use to exchange for them? The gold coins from the past?” 

Obviously, the Gondor Forest had lost its trading function. The money from before was basically wasted. 

Now, food was distributed evenly. Although everyone could eat their fill.., but there was no surplus food 

to exchange for supplies. How could they trade these foreign goods? 



“This is the purpose of my gathering today!”Isabelle said seriously, “Here, I will announce the Gondor 

Forest’s CM system from now on. Please Pass on today’s announcement to your compatriots who are 

not present. After that, I will also present an announcement to the whole audience!” 

The centimeter system? 

“Yes!”Isabelle said seriously. “From now on, everyone’s participation in farming, clearing forests, and 

standing guard will not be free. I will reward everyone with a certain centimeter based on their 

contribution, and these centimeters can be used to trade items. I will outline the details below…”. “…” 

Chapter 565: the centimeter system 

 

“Centimeter?”At night, a group of soldiers gathered around the bonfire outside their tents, listening to 

their companions who had gone to the square to talk about the new system announced by the Duke 

today. 

“Yes! Centimeter, I have a detailed list here…”the soldier said as he took out a snow-white form. 

“This paper is beautiful. What is it made of? It doesn’t look like sheepskin…”the soldier next to him was 

stunned. 

“This is new paper. It’s made from cut trees.” 

 

“Trees can be made into paper?” 

“It’s made by Wizards. That’s not important. We don’t usually use it. The key is this new centimeter 

system. Come, Old John, you can read. Tell us what’s on it.” 

A veteran among the soldiers was stunned. He took the paper. Although old John was already a veteran 

in his forties, he could not tell that he was old after the surgery. Moreover, it belonged to the bovine 

family, after the surgery, he was even stronger than a Tauren. No one could tell that he was once a 

skinny forty-year-old veteran. 

He stretched out his thick palm, took the paper, and slowly read the reward details on it. 

It was a daily payment, and the Mage’s grandfather registered his personal information. From tomorrow 

onwards, he could go to the city hall to get a daily payment card, and the daily payment would be 

registered after the day’s work. 

The daily payment was based on the amount of work you did, the quality of work you did, and the level 

of work you did. Each person would be slightly different, but it was absolutely fair! 

For example, if an average person tills the land at 15 centimeters a day, then some people will work 

faster and only spend half a day to complete the workload of a day. If the quality of the work is not a 

problem, then you can receive 15 points in half a day, the remaining half a day can be used to do other 

things to earn a centimeter, or you can rest at home. 

Below is the approximate value of the labor in a day for each job. 



15 points a day for plowing land, the specific amount of labor for one day is as follows… If it is exceeded, 

the extra points will be settled, the reward for plowing land outside the city will be doubled, 30 points a 

day, and the excess share will also be doubled. 

Soldiers Stand Guard for one day for 20 points, night shift for 30 points, if there is an extra charge for 

duty… 

Urban construction projects are calculated in centimeters per hour, high labor such as carrying bricks, 

carrying bricks, carrying bricks for one hour for five points. Of course, if the amount of bricks you carry 

per hour is greater than the average, there will be an extra calculation. 

The technical workers responsible for measuring and designing would be calculated in fifty points per 

day… 

Everyone was stunned when they heard that. Then, one of them slapped his leg and said, “We on sentry 

duty are not worth as much as moving bricks. Why should we?” 

“Isn’t that obvious?”The person beside him rolled his eyes at him. How Idle were you on sentry duty? 

There was rest time every hour. The other party had to move so much bricks every hour. If you were 

sweating, you could wash your face. 

“Then… Then why is the job of measuring and designing more than ours?” 

“The knowledgeable masters have always earned more than us big-headed soldiers. Those aristocrats 

who studied law in the past ate steak every day. It’s normal for us who are on sentry duty to not be able 

to eat a piece of steak during the New Year. Isn’t that normal?” 

“Uh…”that person was immediately depressed, although what his partner said was the truth, that was in 

the past. Now that he had undergone surgery, he felt that he had all the skills in his body. When he 

heard that he could only earn the same salary as those who moved bricks and farmed fields, he felt a 

little aggrieved. 

Another person asked curiously, “I heard from the higher-ups that one can earn as many centimeters as 

one labors a day. But what is the value of these centimeters?” 

Everyone quieted down and looked at Old John. 

What was the value of these centimeters? The question of how much material could be exchanged was 

indeed the most important one. 

“It’s not on the above…”old John Shrugged. 

Everyone immediately looked at the soldier who went to the square to watch the show. 

“About this, some of them are probably…”the soldier quickly said, “Because the prices of different 

merchants may be different, but the few who have moved in have already set their prices. I went to look 

at their products just now…” 

“What do they have?”The soldier’s interest was immediately piqued. 



“There’s a tailor shop that has a lot of cloth inside. I took a look and found that the coarse cloth inside is 

sold for 50 points per cloth. The quantity is very thick. I estimate that one cloth can make four or five 

sets of clothes for children and two or three sets for women. Then there’s the high-grade cloth. Let me 

tell you, the quality of that good cloth is really good. It feels so good when you touch it. TSK TSK, it’s 

even more powerful than the feeling of those noble lords wearing it. A lot of women are staring at it 

with their eyes wide open. I estimate that you women will be nagged when you go back…”. “…” 

“Fifty points for a piece of coarse cloth?”The people around looked at each other. It was not expensive. 

A farmer who cultivated the land could earn at least fifteen points a day, and he could buy a piece of 

cloth in four days. This price was indeed quite honest. Before the natural disaster, especially here in 

Gondolin, a craftsman might not be able to buy a piece of coarse cloth even if he worked for half a 

month… 

“Salt and sugar don’t seem to be expensive. I took a look, and a few points can be exchanged for a big 

bag. The key is that our daily food supply will still be distributed as usual, and it won’t affect us at all…” 

“Is that so?”Everyone’s eyes suddenly lit up. This policy was awesome, and it was equivalent to 

guaranteeing the extra pay under the premise of their previous welfare. Everyone’s mood instantly 

improved. 

In fact, this was equivalent to the factory providing food, accommodation, and wages. However, 

everything was relative. For the residents of Gondolin who only had one meal, this point was equivalent 

to the extra welfare, this time, no one would be unhappy. 

“Then, you said that there were some rare items. What are those rare items?” 

“Then there are many!”The soldier quickly said, “High-grade cloth, perfume, jewelry, these are all small. 

There are also magic items that only nobles could enjoy in the past, such as heating crystals, frozen 

crystals, magic lamps, and high-grade magical beast mounts. They are all tamed, powerful, and 

handsome. You guys didn’t see it, but those orcs and the cavalrymen who used to know how to ride are 

staring at them more straight than those women. They can’t even pull them away!” 

“Those things… are they expensive?”His companion asked quickly. 

“Nonsense!”The soldier rolled his eyes. “Are they even as expensive as salt? There’s a fully-armed black-

armored lion inside. It’s F * cking cool. It costs 30,000 points to equip a full set of armor!” 

“Ten…”everyone swallowed their saliva. 

They were all earning more than ten points. How Long would they have to earn 30,000 points? 

At the mention of this, some of the soldiers began to grumble, “I don’t think it’s reasonable. How can 

our pay as soldiers be so low? “Those who plow the fields, as long as they work hard for half a day, they 

can still find time to move bricks. If they work harder, earning 40 to 50 points a day is no problem at all. 

As for us who stand guard, we stand guard for an entire night. Where would we find the time and 

energy to do that? “If we really can’t do it, we’ll resign and move bricks. In any case, we have enough 

strength.” 



The soldiers nodded repeatedly when they heard that. However, the ones who nodded were strength-

type modifiers of the bear family or the cow family. Some of the feline soldiers looked at their skinny 

figures and curled their lips without saying anything… 

“Actually, we soldiers have ways to earn money…”old John looked at the centimeter and said with a 

serious expression. 

“F * ck, why didn’t you say so earlier?”Everyone immediately glared at him. “Hurry up and say it, what 

ways do you have?” 

“This money isn’t easy to get…”. “…”Old John narrowed his eyes and said, “Exploring the mutated zone, 

a minimum of 100 points per day. There are additional rewards for exploring new terrain, and additional 

rewards for killing mutated creatures. Moreover, the rewards are extremely high. Killing one of the 

Pythons from before will cost 1,000 points per python.” “! ! !” 

“Hiss… this…”everyone looked at each other and fell silent for a moment. The rewards sounded quite 

high, but that was using one’s life to earn money… “…”. 

Chapter 566:: Hex Technology (I) 

 

“Can this really induce the soldiers to take risks?”At night.., pu Yunchuan, who was helping Isabelle with 

the documents in the office, asked curiously, “If it were me, if I were to risk my life, I wouldn’t do it for 

any amount of money. Look, back then, when a certain country publicly issued an arrest warrant for the 

president of a certain country for 80 million US dollars, did I fall for it? Isn’t he just obediently working 

on the code in the company?” 

Isabelle rolled her eyes. However, her current appearance made her look especially obvious and cute. Pu 

Yunchuan could not help but poke her with his finger. Isabelle was so angry that she glared at him again! 

Pu Yunchuan laughed dryly and touched his head. “You’re too cute. For a moment, I couldn’t help but…” 

“HMPH!”Isabelle rolled her eyes at him again, she moved to the side before she said leisurely, “The 

soldiers of the seven cities in the northwest have always been eating with their heads held high. Most of 

them are brave warriors who have experienced life-and-death battles. They are only greedy for peace 

because they don’t have the benefits to tempt them to move…”. “…” 

 

“Is that so?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned. “Are there any now?” 

“Of course I do…”. Isabelle smiled and said, “Once the business district opens, the dazzling array of 

goods will quickly stimulate their desire to spend. Women will be attracted by beautiful clothes, 

decorations, jewelry, spices, and men “… especially soldiers will be attracted by higher-level weapons, 

armor, and powerful mounts. Over time, there will be more and more things in the business district. 

Gourmet food, magic items, high-tech items, and some things that even the nobles could not enjoy 

before are within reach. How could they endure it?” 



After a pause, he continued, “Especially with the current centimeter system, many ordinary people can 

get twice as much as them by relying on labor. How could those soldiers who have undergone surgery 

and are only at silver-tier on paper be willing to accept it?” 

“I see…”Pu Yunchuan revealed a look of realization, but his fingers were not honest… … 

“If you’re poking me, I’ll get someone else to help me change the documents! !” 

“I’m sorry… Surprise, surprise, you had such a cute smile on your face just now…” 

Isabelle:”…” 

————– 

The next day, Pu Yunchuan’s shop began to open for rent. Almost early in the morning, a group of 

players hurried over. However, the number was not as large as Pu Yunchuan had imagined, there were 

only about forty to fifty people! 

Seeing Pu Yunchuan’s disappointed expression, Isabelle smiled and said, “Look at you. How many 

players do you think are able to do business today?” 

Pu Yunchuan suddenly understood. He had already developed into a city lord, but this was obviously a 

shortcut. The other players in the base were not as lucky as him 

Most of the players had actually built up their businesses step by step. Three or five old players had 

worked together as a flower spirit, and each of them had taken out their own capital to barely gather 

the money for an army! 

The Southern Plains was large, and the players did not have guides who were familiar with the terrain 

like Alice. They were all groping their way forward. Those who were lucky might find a decent base in a 

dozen or twenty days, if they were unlucky, they would wander around the plains for a few months 

without finding anything! 

One had to know that an army wandering around the plains for a few months would consume a lot of 

energy. Fortunately, Grandpa Lu’s Prairie Guide had mentioned that they could rely on robbing herders 

and livestock. Learning from the grassland beast race and relying on dairy products to sustain 

themselves gave the majority of the players a clear path… 

Isabelle: “I’ve gone to the main base to check the statistics. Now, the southern grassland has been open 

for half a year, and there are less than a hundred players who have successfully taken root and obtained 

civilization rewards. We’ve already sent more than half of them, aren’t you satisfied?” 

“Uh… is that so?” 

Pu Yunchuan was stunned. There seemed to be nothing wrong with what she said, and his mood 

instantly improved a lot. He pinched Isabelle in his arms again. 

Isabelle glared at him fiercely, thinking to herself, “Ever since I became like this, this guy has become 

more and more unscrupulous. By the way, how long will it take for me to transform? I’ll have to ask the 

instructors in the base later…”. 



However, Isabelle clearly did not know much about the situation in the base. If she knew that there 

were still a few people in the base who had not transformed in a year and a half, she would not have 

chosen the elves so easily back then! 

Pu Yunchuan carried Isabelle happily all the way to the registration counter. At this time, a group of 

players were queuing up to register their own forces and the main products they sold. 

This was the rule that Isabelle had set. They had to see if there were any forces that would sell things 

that would disrupt the balance. 

Lord name: [ bat not a vegetable name ] . Registration for renting three shops in the southwest corner. 

Force civilization: Banner Civilization, mainly selling food and supplies, selling food varieties: taro raw 

fragrance, big white floating fruit, red crystal rice, and so on… Vice President to sell arcane products, 

first of all, to provide Level-2 and above magic scrolls and arcane items, such as lighting and detection 

scrolls, and some magic tools, the specific products will be updated in the future… … 

Ran Xiaojuan recorded it and wrote the record of the Comprehensive Evaluation A on the paper. After 

she stamped it, she asked someone to take her to sign the contract with the shop. 

Pu Yunchuan looked at her from the side and asked Isabelle in a low voice, “What’s the comprehensive 

evaluation about?” 

Isabelle said, “It’s mainly to assess the comprehensive quality of these lords. Judging the potential and 

business mind of these Lords from their current level and the kind of goods provided by them!” 

Pausing for a moment, she said, “The player just now was very good. The banner civilization is a 

civilization that develops very slowly. To be able to have level two arcane items in such a short time, it 

proves that the other party’s civilization progress is considerable. In terms of business, the other party’s 

rational use of food supply as the main project is very correct. Now that this place has just been opened, 

most of the people don’t have enough points, so the demand for food supply must be much greater 

than arcane items. The arcane products that the other party chose to develop are also very rational. 

They don’t have such flashy things. They are all high-efficiency items that are made for the exploration 

and development of this map, especially the biological detection scroll. If the effect is significant, I 

believe that it will sell well in the future. So, ran Xiaojuan just gave him an A grade!” 

“Oh, Nani is more…”Pu Yunchuan nodded in realization. He stood aside and observed the other lords 

with interest. 

He hadn’t returned to the main base for a while, and he suddenly realized that most of these lords 

weren’t familiar with him. He thought to himself, looks like there are a lot of people who have caught up 

to me..? ‘If I didn’t have Isabelle, would I still be wandering around the grasslands in misery?’? 

Just as he was thinking about this, he suddenly heard ran Xiaojuan, who had been able to keep her cool, 

suddenly jump up. “Say that again? What is the product that you are selling?” 

Pu Yunchuan was frightened by this voice. He woke up from his memories and looked over, he noticed 

that ran Xiaojuan was currently baring her fangs and brandishing her claws at a weak-looking boy. She 

shouted, “The data recorded here will be returned to the main base for verification. You Can’t just say 

whatever you want!” 



“What’s Wrong?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned. 

“That man just said that their forces are selling haix technology products…”Isabelle said with a serious 

tone. 

“Haix technology products? Is it very rare?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned. Then, he looked at the man who 

was stunned by the shout. “Eh? Isn’t that Xu Xian?” 

Chapter 567: Hex Technology (Part 2) 

 

“Are you familiar with it?”Isabelle looked at Pu Yunchuan. 

“Not really…”. Pu Yunchuan scratched his head. “I used to take a bath with that guy when we shared the 

bathhouse in the base. That guy had a cold personality and was even harder to get in touch with than 

cold star. However, he was very skilled and had always been alone in the base. I thought that he would 

walk the path of a lone ranger like Li Goudan, but he actually became a Lord?” 

“Did you make a mistake?”Isabelle opened the player profile and frowned. “Her name is Xiao Qing, and 

she’s a woman. Do you guys share the bathhouse regardless of gender?” 

“A woman? How is that possible…”Pu Yunchuan waved his hand in amusement. “That guy’s penis is 

bigger than our green Titan’s… you said he’s a woman?” 

 

Isabelle:”…” 

“Eh, that’s not right… it seems like… There’s something extra…”Pu Yunchuan took a closer look and his 

expression suddenly changed. He looked at the two extra lumps of flesh from Xu Xian and said in a daze. 

“Where are you looking at?”Isabelle asked in a gloomy voice. 

Hearing that gloomy voice, Pu Yunchuan’s back suddenly tightened. His desire to live instantly filled up. 

He quickly laughed and said, “That… Haha, I was thinking about what you said just now. is that so-called 

hex technology very powerful?” 

Isabelle rolled her eyes at him and then said seriously, “It’s not a matter of whether it’s powerful or not. 

It’s that under normal circumstances, players should not be able to make such a thing…” 

“What do you mean?” 

Isabelle said, “HAX technology is a completely new and unexpected combination of magic and 

mechanical technology. It is used to create exquisite crafts that can be used by anyone. It can allow a 

few people who do not have the talent of Arcana to use Arcane Energy. It is a high-tech magical 

equipment. When I chose a civilization, I read about this. HAX technology needs a high-level mechanical 

civilization and arcane civilization as the foundation to enter the field. Even the simplest product of HAX 

technology needs to be unlocked from the second stage of the mechanical civilization technology tree. It 

has very fine mechanical parts and the third stage of arcane plastic energy technology. Only then can it 

hope to control the HAX Energy Stone and create this kind of equipment…”. “…” 



“This… is it very difficult?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned. 

Isabelle sighed, she said patiently, “Our force is one of the best in the general base. We are blessed with 

exceptional conditions, and the Seer Lord has specially approved a loan of five million points. We also 

have the largest developer team among all the forces. We only barely reached level three of the 

biological civilization after giving up all the basic research and specializing in biological subjects. Do you 

think it is possible to have a force that has both a level two mechanical civilization and a level three 

arcane civilization?” 

“Oh…”Pu Yunchuan nodded in realization. “It’s not very scientific…” 

Seeing that the other party finally understood, Isabelle heaved a sigh of relief. Then, she looked at little 

apple and carefully read the information sent by Ran Xiaojuan. 

According to the information, this guy’s force was the alteran civilization. The civilization system was 

very diverse. It was a magic power civilization with the Arcana Civilization as the main force, mechanical 

technology, and biological technology as the auxiliary force, arcana focused on energy shaping, refining, 

and energy development. Mechanical technology focused on mechanical heavy industry, and biological 

technology focused on genetics. It was a very peaceful civilization, it was also the most suitable 

civilization to produce hex technology among the existing civilizations in the base. 

But… … Diversity meant that the development was slow. Because more scientific research forces were 

needed to be invested in other branches, the power resources had to be distributed in multiple 

directions. The development was peaceful, but not outstanding, this was also the reason why Isabelle 

did not choose this civilization in the first place. Therefore, she did not believe that anyone could 

develop the Atlan civilization to such an extent in such a short period of time! 

“We do not speak without thinking!”The girl who looked exactly like Xu Xian muttered, “We have ready-

made products!”As she said that, she gave a look to the person behind her, and that person nodded, she 

took out a square box. 

Ran Xiaojuan opened the box suspiciously and saw a cold, all-metal glove lying inside. The excellent 

quality of the metal alone made ran Xiaojuan’s eyes narrow slightly. She looked at the intricate structure 

of the glove’s texture, and the Blue Hex Gem in the middle of the glove! 

Her narrowed eyes gradually widened, revealing a look of disbelief! 

“Atlas boxing gloves!”The female version of Xu Xian said proudly, “This blueprint was made public by the 

base. You can tell whether it’s real or fake, right? “The current price is 10,000 points. The points I’m 

talking about aren’t from your city, but from the main base!” 

“This… this…”ran Xiaojuan touched the gloves in disbelief, the cold metal texture and exquisite texture 

made her eyes reveal an intoxicated look. This level of technology and technology indeed made her, a 

research maniac, a little envious. 

Looking at the other party’s infatuated expression, little apple became more and more proud, with a 

tone of showing off, she said, “In addition to this, we also have some long-range weapons, such as the 

composite hex strong bow and arrow, and the hex ethylene gun of Vishla. It can be used without any 

requirements on the arcane talent and elemental sensing ability of the human body, as long as the body 



strength reaches the level of a level one creature. Moreover, we have also developed a portable hex 

technology cube battery, which can be charged at any time, so we don’t have to worry about the 

problem of energy consumption in the wild!” 

“Really? Do… Do you have a sample?”Ran Xiaojuan was excited. 

“Let’s chat, this beauty…” 

Just as ran Xiaojuan was immersed in the hax item described by the other party, Isabelle jumped onto 

the table and interrupted their conversation! 

“Wow, so cute! !”Xiao Qing’s eyes lit up and reached out to grab Isabelle. 

Slap! ! 

Before her hand could touch her, Pu Yunchuan slapped her away with a bear slap. Then, Pu Yunchuan 

pulled Isabelle into his arms and said with a stern face, “What are you doing? What are you doing? Is 

this something that you can touch just because you want to?” 

Little Green looked at her red hand and looked at the other party with a wronged expression. “Why are 

you so fierce…” 

Isabelle glared at Pu Yunchuan, but she did not choose to break free from Pu Yunchuan’s hand. 

Pu Yunchuan looked at her. “Girl, What’s your relationship with that Xu Xiangan grass snake? Why do 

they look so alike?” 

“Oh? Can’t you tell?”Little Qing suddenly looked at Pu Yunchuan. “I am Xu Xian!” 

Pu Yunchuan:”…” 

“Why did you become a Girl?”After a long time, Pu Yunchuan finally reacted and asked in surprise. 

Xiao Qing spread her hands and smiled. “What’s so strange about changing your personality? With the 

current technology…” 

“Don’t talk nonsense! !” 

Just as Pu Yunchuan was stunned, a black shadow suddenly jumped out and grabbed Xiao Qing’s head 

and slammed her onto the table! 

Pu Yunchuan looked up in shock. The person was travel-worn. If it wasn’t Xu Xian, who else could it be? 

What situation ah I Go! ! 

Chapter 568: The Devil Is Ten Feet Higher! 

 

“You two are…”Pu Yunchuan looked at the two guys, except for the slightly different shape of the 

pectoral muscles, the rest of the faces were almost identical. After the baptism of the melodramatic TV 

series, he instantly determined, “You two are twins, right?” 



“Oh? You even guessed that?”Xiao Qing suddenly raised her head, and before she could wipe the blood 

from her nose, she said proudly, “Actually, I’m his twin sister. I just met him in the game two days ago…” 

Bang! 

Before she could finish her sentence, Xu Xian had already pressed her head against the table and rubbed 

it fiercely! 

 

“Hey… Shouldn’t you be nicer to your sister? She’s so violent… there are still children over there…”Pu 

Yunchuan frowned as he looked at the scene of the domestic violence. 

“You believe whatever she says. If she says that she’s my mother, do you believe it?”Xu Xian rolled her 

eyes at Pu Yunchuan. 

Pu Yunchuan looked at her strangely. “Is your mother that Naughty?” 

Xu Xian: “I…” 

“Stop pressing, your nose is going to be crushed…”just as Pu Yunchuan was feeling weird, the guy who 

was being pressed against the table suddenly let out a deep male voice! 

Pu Yunchuan was stunned and looked over in shock. When he saw the other party raise her head again, 

he was so excited that he almost threw Isabelle out of his hand! 

He saw that the face that raised his head was exactly the same as his own. The key was that his figure 

had not changed… 

“Who are you, Big Brother?” 

“You’re still coming?”When Xu Xian, who was behind him, saw the situation and was about to attack 

again, the person hurriedly said, “Big Brother, Big Brother, I was wrong. Didn’t I just find a nearby face in 

a panic and change it?” 

Pu Yunchuan:”…” 

Xu Xian pushed him away from the chair and sat down. Looking at Pu Yunchuan’s confused expression, 

she explained, “This guy has no blood relationship with me, and neither does he have anything to do 

with you. He is an elf shapeshifting special class: Shapeshifter!” 

“Oh?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned. Before he could say anything, Isabelle quickly interrupted, “Is he the 

shapeshifter who can imitate the other party through the other party’s genetic dandruff?” 

“You know about it too?”Xu Xian looked at Isabelle and asked. 

Isabelle nodded. These days, she would occasionally pay attention to the information about the elven 

transformation, secretly calculating what she would transform into. 

This shapeshifter was known as the high-performance version of a Druid. It was different from druids, 

which required long-term nurturing of different genes in the body. This class could only steal other 

people’s genes temporarily, if one could obtain the opponent’s blood of the same level, they could even 



imitate all the abilities that the opponent possessed for a short period of time, including combat skills, 

production skills, and even basic attributes! 

It could be stored during normal times. As long as one stored enough samples during battle, they could 

even transform into more than a dozen forms. It was an extremely rare elf type… 

“Damn, there’s such a Type?”Pu Yunchuan was stunned when he heard it. He looked at the fellow who 

was wiping his nose and said, “Then brother, you sure are high…” 

Just Imagine, based on the demonstration just now, this guy could totally transform into a beautiful face 

with a pair of Schwarzenegger’s pecs. It was very interesting to hear that… … 

Looking at Pu Yunchuan’s smirking expression, Xu Xian knew that this guy was not thinking about serious 

business. He directly looked at Isabelle and said, “Let’s talk about serious business. I want to rent four 

shops at the southeast corner…” 

“That location…”Isabelle narrowed her eyes slightly, that location was almost next to the cabbages. 

Because the cabbages were too popular now, even though she had publicly stated that the cabbages 

could only do weapons supply business, many players still chose to avoid them. 

This guy… 

At the thought of this, Isabelle suddenly thought of something and said indifferently, “You guys were 

able to develop hex products so quickly because of their help, right?” 

Hearing this, Xu Xian took a serious look at that hairy ball. According to the information, this woman 

from another world was the brain of this gondolin. It seemed like that was the case. 

So, he did not waste any more time, he nodded and said, “Previously, when we were on the prairie, we 

were lucky enough to meet Lady Alice. She was very kind and gave us some supplies. After that, they 

established a foothold in the north and even invited me. We had a cooperative relationship, so we 

developed hex products together!” 

As expected! 

Isabelle’s heart sank. This made sense. 

The Bok choy force was the primitive wood elf civilization, an arcane civilization that mainly relied on the 

elemental elves to develop natural energy. It was the most proficient in shaping energy among all the 

arcane civilizations. 

According to the characteristics of their civilization, as long as they cultivated an ally of a mechanical 

civilization, they could naturally develop the hex product through cooperation. 

Although the Atlan civilization was not a mechanical civilization, their technological tree was not bad. 

They had the most advanced civilization technology in the universe, and compared to the pure 

mechanical civilization.., the research direction of the Atlan civilization was more suitable for combining 

Arcana and machinery. The cooperation between the two was more efficient because the cabbages only 

needed to provide pure energy to make the hex gemstone. The compatibility could be completely 

handed over to the ally in front of her… 



As expected.., xu Xian said, “Ms. Alice proposed a market-first strategy to cooperate with us, so my 

collaborators and I put most of our energy into mechanical research and the use of Arcana guidance…” 

Hearing this, Isabelle’s heart sank. She finally understood why Alice did not choose to develop the city 

but went to the grassland. 

Alice knew that even if she did not have the status of a general, it would not be a big problem for her to 

take back the cities, however, Isabelle did not understand why Alice chose the northern grassland route 

in the beginning. 

Now she finally understood. Although choosing a city had a huge geographical advantage, it would be 

limited to this place. The other party could use the mobility of the grasslands to do a lot of things in the 

early stages to expand their population or trade alliances! 

On the contrary… … she would not ally herself with anyone while guarding this market, after all, ever 

since she announced the market, Pu Yunchuan’s faction had become a focal point. Those factions that 

could afford to rent shops would definitely have developers under them, and they would definitely have 

basic market analysis, everyone knew that they absolutely could not share their technological 

advantages with the other party. Because they had already lost their geographical advantage, if they did 

not want the organizers to seize the market, they would have to rely on their own cultural advantages. 

Therefore, no matter who those people cooperated with, they would definitely not cooperate with 

them… … 

Isabelle finally understood why Alice had chosen not to open the market after she had taken over the 

golden soil of the north. Instead, she had chosen a different method to attract people. Obviously, she 

did not want to become the focus like herself. Instead, she deliberately used herself to become the 

focus. When her market grew larger and larger, the cabbages on her side would slowly become 

invisible… 

Damn it! ! 

At the thought of this, Isabelle’s heart suddenly became gloomy. She thought that she was one step 

faster, but she didn’t expect that she was still tricked by that old man! ! 

Chapter 569: the daily life of Gondorin (1) 

 

The rental project went very smoothly. Almost on the first day, players who had the ability to rent shops 

had almost all finalized the local and their own projects. This also caused the opening of the market to 

be greatly advanced, almost in less than a week, gondorin’s market was announced to be open to the 

outside world! 

In the process of urging the opening of the market, Isabelle did not hesitate because she found herself 

being used. After all, she had already fallen into the trap. She could only choose to continue moving 

forward. If she retreated now, it would not be worth it, this was because no one would lower their guard 

against her force because of her retreat! 



Moreover, even though there were some disadvantages to being the focus, the rich returns were real. 

Not to mention other things, the rental fees from the first year had greatly reduced the pressure on Pu 

Yunchuan’s force to repay the loans. He had become the richest force in the base, which also caused 

Isabelle to be unwilling to back down. 

It had to be said that her old ancestor was very shrewd. She knew that even if she found out later, she 

would obediently follow her plan… … 

 

At the thought of this, Isabelle could not help but feel a little dejected… … 

Of course, even though she was dejected, she still had to live her days. In order to attract the residents 

of Gondolin, Isabelle announced a holiday the day before the opening of the market. Other than the 

need to farm land and stand guard, she had to complete fixed work, the soldiers and civilians of other 

occupations announced a two-day rest. Even the construction of the city was suspended for two days. In 

addition to the players who came because of their fame, the entire market was quite lively on the 

opening day. 

Jack and black bear were not supposed to be on duty today. After receiving all the centimetres in the 

past few days, the few of them shouted together and came to the newly opened market. 

There were about eight or nine people in Jack’s group. Apart from black bear, Jack also called the orc in 

their tent, Tristram. Tristram naturally called Bane. Iron hooves, the two of them brought along a few 

orc children, while black bear brought along his wife and three-year-old daughter. 

Just like that, the group set off to the new market in an imposing manner. The number of people in the 

market was more than they had imagined, causing Bane and the others to have no choice but to pull in a 

few strutting orc children. It was also fortunate that they had listened to Jack’s suggestion and did not 

call the group of devilish children over… 

They entered from the west side of the market. Most of the people who entered this area were military 

men who lived in the outer perimeter. They all had strong bodies, and they either brought their wives or 

children with them as they strolled around in different shops. 

The shops near the west side sold most of the necessities of life, which were also in short supply in the 

military base. For example, flower oil, vegetable oil, salt, sugar, and other condiments. Of course, there 

were also some magic items for daily use, for example, fire crystals could be used for heating and 

lighting in a small tent. There were also ice crystals that could be used in summer to cool down the heat. 

Not only could they be used to cool down the heat, but they could also be used to make an ice cellar to 

store food. 

Of course, due to the current weather, there was not much demand for the latter. Most of them were 

only used as samples for display. However, everyone could see that it was practical and immediately felt 

very satisfied. At the very least, they walked in from the city gate, they felt that many things were quite 

necessary and weren’t too flashy, so they all sold and bought many things. 



This was especially so for Bane and trisme. Salt and sugar were rare goods on the plains, and a few 

points could be exchanged for a big bag. The two naturally didn’t hold back and each bought a few big 

bags. 

There were also some sweets in the necessities section that were popular with children. The designs 

were exquisite and delicious. The few beast clan dolls had never eaten such things before, so they all 

pestered bane and trisme to buy them.., the two of them thought that since the sweets were delicious, 

they would bring some to the naughty child who couldn’t come. In the end, they bought a few more 

large bags. Thus, the points that they had worked so hard to earn over the past few days were quickly 

depleted. 

The owner of the shop looked at the cheering children with a smile while instructing the humans beside 

him on how to deduct their points. 

“Boss, what is this?” 

Jack and the others were not interested in the exquisite candy. Instead, they looked at some strange 

things beside them with interest, such as the small ball that he was pointing at. 

“Hey, Sir…”the shop owner’s eyes lit up when he saw the thing that Jack was pointing at. He quickly 

explained with a smile, “That is a military food pill. One pill can satisfy the energy requirement for a day, 

which means that you won’t be hungry for a day…” 

“Really? Such a small thing?”Jack curiously approached and sniffed, he had undergone the No. 4 

sequence surgery and still looked human. However, his body belonged to the bovine family, so he ate a 

lot. Usually, even if it was a new high-level agricultural product food from Gondolin.., he had to eat four 

to five kilograms of food to barely fill his stomach! 

“Of course it’s true…”. The boss smiled and said, “This thing was developed by our 

alchemists’grandparents to be used in the military. For example, if you go out on a detection mission, 

this is a very practical thing. After all, you can’t go out and carry hundreds of kilograms of food, right?” 

“Interesting…”Jack Thought for a while and ate it. He felt that once the ball was bitten open, a sweet 

taste instantly exploded in his mouth. Jack nodded repeatedly. He didn’t know whether to say it or not, 

but the taste was not bad. 

After chewing for a long time, Jack reluctantly swallowed the ball. Not long after, he clearly felt a wave 

of heat coming from his body. His entire stomach felt warm, and his hunger was instantly swept away! 

“Good stuff, Boss!”Jack’s eyes lit up. With this thing, he did not have to go hungry at night. After all, the 

kitchen staff did not fire at night… 

“Thank you for the compliment…”the boss looked at him with a smile. “Thank you for your expense. 

Please go to the counter and pay for this military food pill…” 

Jack was stunned, and then he curled his lips. “You want money for just one pill? Boss, your business is 

too stingy, isn’t it?” 

“It’s a small business. Please forgive me, Sir…”the elf player with makeup said with a smile. 



“Forget it…”Jack didn’t care about it. He walked up and took out his centimeter card. The female teller 

swiped the card and the arcane spell instantly sent a mechanical notification, “Insufficient balance!” 

Jack was a little confused. The boss saw it and explained, “The money in your card is not enough…” 

“What?”Jack was stunned after hearing the notification, “How is that possible? I have eighty points in 

my card!” 

“You just ate a special high-grade military ration pill from our shop. The price is 100 points, no 

discount!” 

“Is this a scam?”Jack’s face turned dark. 

“Sir, please be careful…”. The boss said patiently, “Every item we sell is reported. It is in accordance with 

the market rules of your city. Moreover, it is clearly marked with a price. Are you blaming me for eating 

it without looking at the price?” 

Jack was stunned. He looked at the place where the military food pill was just now and saw that there 

was indeed a very obvious price tag on the side. The big words on it were 100 points per pill! ! 

He suddenly froze on the spot. 

This was not his carelessness. Who would have thought that a pill could be sold at such an expensive 

price? According to past experience. Wasn’t it normal to buy some fruits or nuts in the market and eat 

one or two of them? 

What kind of person eats up his salary for several days in one bite? 

Jack suddenly felt like crying… 

Chapter 570: The Daily Life of Gondolin (2) 

 

The female player selling the military food pills was named Optimus Prime. At this moment, she looked 

at Jack, who was throwing a tantrum and begging for an explanation. However, due to the rules, she had 

no choice but to patiently explain. 

This was not because she was black-hearted. Her military food pills were not ordinary compressed food. 

After knowing the information about Gondolin’s base, she had made a prediction based on the market 

demand, it was a core product that her team of developers had worked on for a month without rest! 

This military food pill used a special element compression technology. It compressed the energy of a few 

kilograms of food and almost did not consume any of the nutrients in it. It also had a special trace 

element support, this was a great supplement for soldiers who would go out to kill mutated creatures! 

She had tried it before. After killing the mutated creatures, the ordinary life forms would be greatly 

affected. Absorbing the mutated energy would cause the body to consume a lot of energy. At this time, 

if the nutrition was not sufficient, it would affect the absorption efficiency, it would even accumulate 

the mutated energy to form necrotic muscles. This was the reason why many soldiers who absorbed a 

large amount of mutated energy would have those disgusting lumps on their bodies. 



 

After investigating this situation, she immediately got her team to develop this kind of military food pill. 

She was just waiting for the next wave of profits! 

Moreover, her price tag was actually not expensive. The 100 points here was only equivalent to one 

point in the main base. In other words, one military food pill was actually only sold for one point. The 

price was not much more expensive than the low-end nutrient solution. Actually, she was already very 

conscientious… … 

Just as she was patiently explaining, a Green Titan who was not wearing any makeup suddenly trotted 

over. Before he reached the door, he shouted at the top of his lungs, “Boss, give me another 1,000 

military food pills, the best kind, Ha!” 

“Alright!”When Atlas saw the big business coming, he immediately left Jack and the other poor people 

behind and went over with a smile! 

This was not her fault. After all, to her, these lords in front of her were the real customers who could 

make her money. After all, the rent of this shop was not cheap. In addition to the cost of the 

teleportation.., just by selling these scraps of oil, salt, and vinegar to the natives, wouldn’t she lose all 

her underwear? 

The rich and imposing manner of the newcomer instantly made Jack, who was preparing to argue, 

freeze on the spot. He looked at the newcomer in disbelief and thought to himself, who is this guy who 

looks a little like Yunchuan? So Rich? 

“A thousand? Then sir, you can only get the goods tomorrow morning!”Atlas quickly said. 

“Why does it take so long?”The newcomer asked in a low and muffled voice. 

“You don’t know that our high-grade military grain pills use energy compression method. We can’t make 

a conveyor belt to come here, otherwise, the energy inside will leak and even mutate. So we rented a 

small workshop and sent the equipment here to make it on-the-spot. I’m very sorry…”. “…” 

“I see…”the Green Titan touched his chin and nodded. “Then, Boss, your business is quite big. You even 

rented a workshop!” 

“Sigh, a small business still depends on small profits and high sales,”Atlas replied with a smile. 

Jack and the others’eyelids twitched. They thought to themselves, “This is small profits and high sales?”? 

“Sigh, it’s good to make it on-the-spot. Your shelf life is too short. By the way, can you find a way to 

extend it? I have to come back every time to restock. My soldiers are still hungry in the mutation zone…” 

Atlas rolled his hands and smiled, “The developers at home are studying it. When they have the results, 

they will inform you immediately. Eight Days’shelf life is not considered short. After all, this is not an 

ordinary compressed food. We will not add any preservatives. This is also to improve the physique of 

your soldiers, isn’t it?” 

“That’s true…”the other party nodded, then waved his hand and said, “Alright then, make me a 

thousand copies. I’ll come tomorrow morning to get them. Try to be as fast as possible!” 



“Alright, Sir Sir, don’t worry. I’ll definitely speed up!” 

After Atlas sent the person off with a smile, he turned around and looked at Jack and the others. She 

was in a great mood after receiving a big business deal. After thinking for a while, she decided not to 

continue pestering this poor native boy, thus, she said, “How about this? I’ll treat this military food pill 

as a gift to you. In the future, sir, you should do more promotions in the military region. If you want to 

venture into the mutation zone, help me recommend our products. Other than this military food pill, 

this insect repellent crystal is also a very useful thing in our shop…”. “…” 

Jack was in a daze when black bear, who was at the side, quickly pressed down on Jack’s luggage and 

said, “Alright boss, I’ll definitely help you promote it when we get back. You’re really a generous 

boss…”his expression changed so quickly.., the two orcs beside him were stunned. 

After they walked out of the shop, Jack seemed to be thinking about something and was in a daze. Black 

Bear looked at him with a smile and said, “What’s the matter? Have you been hit?” 

“Sigh…”Jack sighed and looked at the foreign players around him. No one knew what he was thinking. 

Black Bear was about to say something when a child beside him suddenly screamed, “What a big lion! !” 

Black Bear was immediately attracted by the business. With a glance, he saw a shop selling mounts. 

Without realizing it, they had already walked to the north military supply area where weapons and 

mounts were sold. 

The little orc that Bane had brought over earlier attracted Bane and trismus as well. They walked over 

curiously. 

“Is this… a black lion?”Bane looked at the lion in surprise, the lion was at least five meters tall and was as 

strong as a troll rhinoceros. It was even bigger than the Velociraptor of the Draconic Roar clan. Its fur 

was shiny and it was equipped with a black armor, it looked extremely majestic. 

Not to mention the children, even Bane, the former Young Chief, was staring with his eyes wide open… 

The black bear said to jack, “I heard from someone two days ago that this black lion was captured in the 

southern plains and made through biological surgery. It can resist mutated energy and is sold for tens of 

thousands of points each!” 

“Lord Guan, you have a good eye!”A salesman who looked like a human walked out with a smile. “This 

mount is called the Black Gold Lion King. The raw material is a high-quality black lion that used to be 

from the Thunder clan in the south. It was made through our faction’s cutting-edge biological surgery. 

Regardless of strength or endurance, it is more than ten times that of an ordinary black lion. It can also 

absorb mutated energy and continue to evolve. Not only can it be used as a mount, but it can also be 

used as a combat strength. It is a perfect companion to explore the mutated zone. Each one only costs 

thirty thousand points…”. “…” 

“30,000… 30,000 points…” 

Bain was stunned for a moment. He looked at the points card in his hand. After buying salt and candy, 

he seemed to have less than 20 points left… 



Suddenly, a sense of sadness welled up in his heart. 

They looked at each other. In fact, Jack and the black bear were also quite interested in this lion, but 

after hearing about the price, they could only smile bitterly. 

After that, they also took a look at the weapons stores. 

To be honest, the weapons that Lady Isabelle gave them could already be considered excellent. 

However, when they saw the excellent weapons in the stores, their hearts were instantly pierced. 

In particular, the enchanted weapons that were enchanted with various elements were emitting flames 

and lightning rays. They were simply too awe-inspiring. Their lethality towards Jack and the others could 

not be said to be small! 

It felt like the beastmen enchanted weapons that the grand dukes and grandfathers who had killed the 

members of the beastmen royal family in the past were far inferior to the ones in front of them! 

In the end, when he asked about the price, he immediately felt sad… 

This time, it was not only Jack. The few men walked out of the military supply area in a daze. They could 

not come back to their senses for a long time. 

Jack looked at the rare clear sky and patted black bear’s shoulder. He said faintly, “Buddy, do you think 

we won’t be able to afford these things for the rest of Our Lives?” 

When he said this, the men immediately fell silent. Based on their current salary, they were probably 

really… 


